Powerful tip-air from 4 spray pots.

Outstanding cooling effectiveness by (2x2 Spray) suppress heat when cutting and cause less pain to patient during treatment.

This handpiece assures efficient water spray into the cavity to remove all debris during cutting.

In addition, it keeps an excellent operation sight.

LINE UP

Fiber Optic Type
High torque 635BP-LUX
Super load 640BP-LUX

Non-Optic Type
High torque 635BQP
Super load 640BQP
Why do Japanese Dentists Choose our turbines?

These are the main reasons.

1. Well-Designed features
2. Effective wide-range spraying
3. Strong cutting efficiency
4. Excellent cooling system
5. Provides excellent operation sight
6. User-friendly
7. High Quality

- Superior cooling effect -
  2x2 Spray suppresses friction, therefore causes less damage of pulp and less pain of patient during the teeth cutting. And it can also provide effective cutting with appropriate spraying system.

- Excellent Operation Sight for the user -
  Powerful spraying can target the certain cavity spot and effectively remove the cutting debris by strong spray power. Thus, it gives the users good sight for their treatments, and it also provides the ideal working site without cutting debris.

Quick coupling provides 360° rotation flexibility. Yoshida turbine is easy to operate like a Pen.

With YOSHIDA SPRAY, you can lubricate inside the chuck from the bur attachment as well.

Sold separately

ALL PRODUCTS are made in JAPAN!

THE YOSHIDA DENTAL MFG. CO., LTD.
Headquater & Tokyo factory
1-3-6 Kotobashi, Sumida-ku Tokyo, Japan ZIP130-8516
TEL: +81-3-3631-2165 (International Business Div.)
FAX: +81-3-3631-2685 (International Business Div.)

Ibaraki factory
3262-4 Kamata, Yoshiwara, Amimachi, Inashiki-Gun, Ibaraki, Japan ZIP300-1165